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DISTINCTIVE BECOMES 
THE OFFICIAL AND EXCLUSIVE 

DISTRIBUTOR OF THE 
ASKO BRAND IN CANADA

Montreal, QC- November 12, 2021

Beginning July 1st, 2022, Distinctive, the largest Quebec-based independent appliance

distributor in Canada, will become the official and exclusive Canadian distributor of the

Scandinavian appliance brand ASKO. The Swedish manufacturer of cutting-edge

products will rely on the strength of Distinctive's retail network of 300 business partners

across the country to maximize its growth in the high-end appliance market.

"We are very pleased to be partnering with ASKO for the distribution of their products in

Canada, especially at this time as they will be introducing new products in the upcoming

months to theNorth American Market. This innovative Scandinavian designed brand will meet

the highest demands and will become essential in our industry. ASKO is a brand with great

potential for the entire Canadian market distinguishing itself, among other things, by the

quality offered in all its products and by their dedicated focus on environmental protection.

We are convinced that it will satisfy our partners and customers from coast to coast," says

Éric Lapierre, President of Distinctive.

As of July 1st, Distinctive will honour all warranties on products sold by previous ASKO

distributors in Canada. The company will be supported by the talented ASKO North

America team based in Atlanta, USA.

Distinctive will be communicating the details of this new partnership to its partners and

customers over the next few months, with distribution and promotional activities

beginning July 1st, 2022.

www.distinctive-online.com
1-800-361-0799
info@distinctive-online.com
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About Distinctive Appliances Inc:

Founded by Jacques Amiel more than 40 years ago, Distinctive is the largest independent

Quebec distributor of household appliances in Canada. Today, the company has two

warehouses: one in Laval, Quebec, where its head office is located, and one in Delta,

British Columbia. With over 300 trading partners, Distinctive now covers Canada from

coast to coast. Recognized for its logistical expertise, outstanding after-sales service and

warranty management, Distinctive is one of the most influential leaders in high-end

appliances. Combining innovation, performance, design and class, its portfolio of

prestigious brands allows it to offer exclusive, true gems of the industry: to be distinctive.

Many of Europe's leading brands turn to Distinctive first, not only to optimize their

product launches, but also to position themselves effectively through its well-established

network in the North American market. Distinctive works relentlessly to meet and exceed

the expectations of its business partners and, ultimately, consumers. We pride ourselves

on introducing new trends that will win the hearts of our loyal partners and customers.

About ASKO:

ASKO was founded in 1950 and has been recognized worldwide as a super-premium

brand of Scandinavian design with the highest quality products. ASKO is distributed in

more than 60 markets worldwide and has been selling its appliances in the United States

and Canada since 1989. In the coming years, ASKO will launch many exciting new

products.
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